
Administrator’s Message
Healthcare transitions are defined as the transfer of 

care from one healthcare setting to another. Usually, 
for us, this transition is initially from an acute care 
hospital to Brookestone Meadows, and then later, from 
Brookestone Meadows to home. Smooth and effective 
transitions promote trust in healthcare providers as well as 
continuity of care. Poorly executed transfers are associated 
with duplication of services, increased healthcare costs, 
unnecessary rehospitalization and litigation. 

Brookestone Meadows has always collaborated with other healthcare 
providers to promote safe and effective care transitions. It starts with our 
Medical Director; Doctor Timothy Malloy. Dr. Malloy is a gerontologist 
affiliated with The University of Nebraska Medical Center. At Brookestone 
Meadows, he oversees policies and procedures related to medical care and 
transitions. He also steps in as a primary physician for patients who join us 
from out of town and require local physician oversight during their stay.  
In addition, Dr. Malloy provides primary care services for many of our  
long-term residents. He is on-site several days a week and sits on our  
Quality Assessment and Assurance Council. 

We are also served by the Alegent Nursing Home Network, which 
provides on-site visits and clinical services to our rehabilitation patients  
who come to us from the Alegent Health System. Advance Practice 
Registered Nurses review all transitions of care between Alegent hospitals  
and Brookestone Meadows within 24 hours of admission. They are also 
available several days a week to review records and to make rounds on 
Alegent Health System patients.

Most recently Brookestone Meadows has partnered with the Methodist 
Health System Physician’s Clinics in a pilot effort to ensure continuity 
between attending physicians, the Methodist Health System, and Brookestone 
Meadows. A team consisting of a physician and an APRN are in-house several 
days each week to communicate directly with Brookestone Meadows clinical 
staff and to make rounds with Methodist Health System patients.

These collaborative efforts between the various health systems and 
Brookestone Meadows are designed to promote safe and effective care 
transitions and to promote accessibility to the Medical Professionals involved 
in their patient’s care.

These efforts are paying off. For the first 6 months of 2013, Brookestone 
Meadows 30 day rehospitalization rates were 11.4% compared to our 
national peer group rate of 17.8% as reported by the American Healthcare 
Association’s LTC TrendTracker®.

Patients who discharged from Brookestone Meadows and responded  
to our My InnerView® survey during the same 6 month period reported  
a 94% satisfaction with their medical care compared to 78% among our  
peers nationally.

In the ever changing landscape of healthcare, one thing is certain; 
competent and effective care is contingent on communication and 
consistency between healthcare providers. We feel that Brookestone 
Meadows is well positioned for whatever the future holds.

When seeing the words “World Class”, “Quality Life” and 
“Fun” together, we realize that one would not normally equate 
this with a nursing home. But as a proud member of the Vetter 
Health Services family, we at Brookestone Meadows embrace 
these terms as we help “change the view” of long term care; and 
boy do we have “FUN”!

Our main focus for all people we serve is to provide “Dignity 
in Life” and as a team we work toward that goal daily. With that, 
there is life to be lived and we look for opportunities to provide 
outings, activities and meaningful interactions for people that 
add to their “Quality” of life. We’ll look at one example of what 
this looks like here at Brookestone Meadows and hang on; you’re 
going to want to join in the FUN!

Let’s take our most 
recent resident and 
family event, our 
“World Class Dining” 
evening with a theme 
of a Hawaiian Luau. 
Now close your eyes 
and imagine being 
greeted by a Maitre d, 
looking as if they had 
just come from one of 
the Hawaiian Islands, 
asking if they could help you put on a Lei or help you put 
some Island flowers in your hair. Then you are escorted to your 
reserved table, which is adorned with centerpieces of starfish, 
sand and colorful mini umbrellas. The room is filled with palm 

trees that are lit with twinkling white 
lights and netting throughout with the 
most colorful array of island fishes. You 
can almost feel the sea breezes as you are 
serenaded by the wonderful music  
of Don Ho and Andy Williams. (Don’t 
want to open your eyes do you). You are 
now handed your beautiful menu for  
the evening and asked by your assigned 

waiter or waitress if you would prefer a Mai Tai, or other 
beverage of choice for starters (Time to relax and enjoy). 
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Experiencing “World Class”  
Care + “Quality Life” = “FUN”  
at Brookestone Meadows
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600 Brookestone Meadows Plaza
Elkhorn, Nebraska 68022
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 Admissions Team…
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Take the Dodge Expressway West to Elkhorn Exit – 1/2 mile South 
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Crunchy coconut encrusted shrimp are then brought to your 
table as an appetizer, your orders are taken and away you go; 
just having FUN!

The wonderful part of this is how much everyone including 
our team members and volunteers who work the event 
enjoy serving those we care for and their families. “For those 
residents 
who do not 
have the 
opportunity 
to go to a fine 
restaurant, we 
can provide 
that same 
experience 
and enjoy being with them at the same time”, says Life 
Enrichment Coordinator, Carol Eberly. Our World Class 
Dining experience always gets rave reviews and many great 
memories are made in the process.

In the end, our goal of being a “World Class Facility”, 
providing “Quality Life” and having “FUN” are achieved  
and everyone is a winner!
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www.BrookestoneMeadows.com
(402) 289-2696

Outpatient therapy services are offered here 
at Brookestone Meadows. Please call Lindsey 
at (402) 289-2696 ext. 112, if interested.


